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Ubiquarium

The Ubiquarium comprises various devices and services, 
which can be discovered and composed at runtime. Those de-
vices can either be virtual devices (3D scene objects in which 
the user is immersed), or physical devices worn by the user or 
present in his immediate environment. All devices of the Ubi-
quarium, physical or virtual, are based on Web Services inter-
faces which limit ad-hoc programming. 

The current Ubiquarium relies on three major categories of 
devices: 
 - Physical environment of the user: wireless devices ac-
tually present in the environment such as sensors (luminance, 
temperature, accelerometer, ...) and actuators (remote relays).
 - Worn by the user. Interaction devices: joysticks, cell 
phones, PDA, wearable computer.
 - Simulated environment: a virtual 3D scene, virtual UPnP 
devices related to scene objects.

This represents an ideal framework for the evaluation of new 
applications for mobile and ambient computing like the usage 
of wearable computers. This platform is particularly well 
adapted to the study of the software adaptation mechanisms 
for context-aware mobile and ubiquitous computing applica-
tions.

WComp
The paradigm, which allows the management of the orches-
tration of those web-services for devices, is particularly rele-
vant when it is based on an assembly of components, namely 
associated with a dynamic-composition language. According 
to contexts and available devices, different aspects of the ap-
plication can be selected, applied and then woven to adapt the 
application. Wcomp is a prototyping environment for con-
text-aware applications.

The Wcomp Architecture is organised around what we call 
Containers and Designers. The purpose of the Containers is to 
take into account system services required by components of 
an assembly during runtime: instantiation, destruction of 
software components and connectors. Designers allow confi-
guring assemblies of components through containers. A gra-
phical designer such as Bean4Wcomp enables to compose 
manually assembly of components according to a graphical 
representation of the event flow for instance. It is particularly 
adapted to the description of the application. A designer based 
on Aspects of Assembly (called ISL4Wcomp) allows descri-
bing interaction patterns thanks to an evolution of ISL 
(Interaction Specification Language). Interaction patterns are 
then selectable, applicable and woven and allow adapting dy-
namically the application to its context.

From Latin Ubique, everywhere, with the suffix rium meaning location and structure.  Hence, Ubiquarium means: "a location or a structure in which a computer is everywhere and in everything".*
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For any information: http://www.polytech.unice.fr/ubiquarium/

Simulated Environment: 3D Scene


